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ABOUT US

Here at PetDreamHouse, our passion is to create a platform in the pet 
industry that can bring innovative products to the market in a convenient 
and cost-effective way.

We offer three primary services to our clients: Product Innovation (PDH 
Home Brand), Private Labeling (PDH Factory) and E-Distribution (PDH 
Marketplace UK).

PetDreamHouse Interactive Feeding System (IFS) is our home brand 
focused on feeding accessories. The ultimate goal is to bring innovative 
products that turn feeding into an interactive activity. We believe in the 
concept of game-like slow feeding wherein not only it is fun and exciting, 
but also beneficial for health.
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SGS EN71 
Safety of Toys

FDA Monomer
Extraction Test

BPA FREE

OUR PHILOSOPHY

The products of PetDreamHouse Interactive Feeding System are dynamic, 
functional and designed with the green mind. The multi-functional feeders let 
your four-legged family members enjoy a natural slow feeding experience and 
reduce the risk of bloat and other unpleasant effects of eating too fast.

All IFS products are made exclusively in the family-owned factory under ISO 
9001:2015 standard, using high-quality FDA compliant materials without BPA, 
PVC or phthalate. 

However, PDH IFS is not just about high-quality pet products. On the planet 
where reducing plastic pollution is critical, the IFS feeders are purposely 
designed with separated base and various functional components. , If you 
need more feeding games, buying only the accessory is not only less expensive, 
but also helps to save the plastic usage by up to 50%.

PVC FREE

PVC FREE
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An Eye-Catching PAW
Colourful PAW shaped plates provide a large feeding area to slow the eating speed 
down naturally.

Material Safety
Human standard food-grade materials, BPA-FREE, PVC-FREE. Dishwasher safe (top rack)

Anti-Skid Rings
Four large anti-skid rings to provide higher stability 
than the traditional dot rubber feet design.

One bite at a time
Two standard bowls, two slow feeding bowls, and a centre area which separate into 
multiple mini bowls, the PAW Slow Feeder naturally slow the eating speed down 

without being “annoyingly difficult”.

Original Design Manufacturer
PAW Slow Feeder is originally designed by 

PetDreamHouse ltd

Competitive Price
PAW Slow Feeder is retailed at £9.99 in the UK

PAW Slow Feeder is a fun and unique 
feeding plate, which separates food 
into multiple mini-bowls to slow the 
eating speed down and reduce bloat 
risk. We believe a fun slow feeding 
game is better than simply “make it 
difficult to eat”.

PAW Slow Feeder
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Active licking keeps the pet calm and 
entertained. It can also stimulate 
saliva production to improve diges-
tive health. Spoil your four-legged 
friends with a healthy food licking 
game using the soft PAW Pad. It is 
perfect for sticky treats like yogurt, 
gravy, soggy biscuits or peanut butter.

Paw Pad

Active Licking
Smear wet food or sticky treats on the PAW Pad to encourage active licking ‒ it’s 
another great way of slow feeding your pets! 

Material Safety
Human standard food-grade materials, BPA-FREE, PVC-FREE. Dishwasher safe (top rack)

Suction Cup Base
Each unit comes with three suction cup feet at 
the back and can also be used vertically as a 
distraction pad.

Reduce anxiety 
Apart from the yummy taste, licking also stimulates the release of endorphin (the 

“feel good” hormone) which gives a feeling of comfort and pleasure to reduce 
anxiety.

Original Design Manufacturer
PAW Slow Feeder is originally designed by 

PetDreamHouse ltd

Competitive Price
PAW Pad is retailed at £2.99 in the UK
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Paw Pad

PAW Slow Feeder

+

36 x 30 x 3cm
IFS PAW Slow Feeder Orange

36 x 30 x 3cm
IFS PAW Slow Feeder Green

36 x 30 x 3cm
IFS PAW Slow Feeder Blue

001 002 003

24 x 14 x 1.6cm
IFS PAW Pad Orange

24 x 14 x 1.6cm
IFS PAW Pad Green

24 x 14 x 1.6cm
IFS PAW Pad Blue

004 005 006

36 x 30 x 3cm
IFS  PAW 2-in-1 Orange

36 x 30 x 3cm
IFS  PAW 2-in-1 Green

36 x 30 x 3cm
IFS  PAW 2-in-1 Blue

008 009

36 x 30 x 3cm
IFS PAW Slow Feeder  Baby Pink

36 x 30 x 3cm
IFS PAW Slow Feeder Baby Blue

901 902

010
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Multi-function
The functional parts can be fixed or adjusted in height to offer more variations. Or 
simply flip it over to create a whole new option!

Interchangeable Parts
The rotating parts can be easily replaced with new designs. No 
only your money is saved from buying another complete unit, 
but also up to 50% plastic used are saved from making them! 

Anti-Skid Rings
Four large anti-skid rings to provide higher stability than the traditional dot 

rubber feet design. 

Original Design Manufacturer
SPIN Interactive Feeder is originally designed by PDH ltd

SPIN

Material Safety
Human standard food-grade materials, BPA-FREE, PVC-FREE. Dishwasher safe (top 
rack)

Competitive Price
SPIN Slow Feeder retail price starts from £14.99 in the UK

SPIN is a dynamic pet bowl that turns meals 
into fun and interactive slow feeding games. 
The patent-pending system encourages 
behaviours such as sniffing, licking, prob-

lem-solving during meals, which naturally 
slow the eating down and prevent 

choking or other potential hazards 
from fast eating. 
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SPIN Interactive

Feeder

Φ25 x 9.2cm

SPIN Feeder Bougainvillea White

101

Φ25 x 9.2cm

SPIN Feeder Bougainvillea Orange

102

Φ25 x 9.2cm

SPIN Feeder Palette White

103

Φ25 x 9.2cm

SPIN Feeder Palette Blue

104

Φ24 x 5cm

SPIN Parts - Bougainvillea Orange

201

Φ24 x 5cm

SPIN Parts - Palette Blue

202
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